Malish Rotary Machine Accessories

**Malish Floor Machine Dust Skirt**

Create a clean, dust-free environment that allows you to breathe easier when sanding, grinding and buffing your most demanding flooring projects. The Malish Dust Skirt acts as a barrier, filter, and barricade to keep particles and contaminants under control and where you want them. It adapts perfectly to your 17” or 20” buffer and allows your machine to run with any dust containment system. The design allows flexibility of the skirt shroud to always be in contact with the floor. The black reinforced nylon brush floats on the floor and allows optimal dust collection.

**FEATURES**

- Available in 17” and 20” diameter
- Unique design with a floating skirt and vacuum port attachment
- Over 4” of adjustable skirting which allows the dust skirt to conform to the highs and lows of floor capturing maximum amount of dust
- Easily attaches to the housing of a single disc floor machines using a VELCRO® quick-connect system
- Nylon filament moves seamlessly with the movement of the single disc machine which helps eliminate operator fatigue

**HIGH QUALITY, PROFESSIONAL-GRADE CONSTRUCTION ALLOWS FOR A LONG-LASTING ATTACHMENT TO YOUR SINGLE DISC FLOOR MACHINE**
1. Clean the floor machine housing (bumper) of any residual dirt and debris. To be sure the surface is completely clean, use a clean cloth and any household cleaner or alcohol.

2. Remove VELCRO® with white adhesive backing from the inside of the dust skirt. Then remove the backing from the VELCRO® exposing the adhesive for attaching to the housing of floor machine.

3. Apply VELCRO® strip to the middle/upper half of the outside diameter of the floor machine housing (bumper).

4. Apply the Malish Dust Skirt with vacuum port positioned at the bottom left of the floor machine housing when you are standing in the operator position. This will allow for maximum dust control.

5. Attach wet/dry vacuum hose to the vacuum port of dust skirt.

PLEASE NOTE: It is normal to have larger debris left on the floor as the dust skirt is designed to pick up dirt and small debris only.

APPLICATIONS
- Dust containment while sanding hardwood floors
- Removing thin-set and mastic
- Prepping concrete floors for coatings
- Useful for any application that generates dust

INDUSTRIES
- Hardwood floor restoration
- Concrete floor coating preparation
- Commercial cleaning

USE WITH THESE QUALITY MALISH PRODUCTS
- Diamabrush™ by Malish Mastic Removal Tool
- Diamabrush™ by Malish Hardwood Prep Tool
- Diamabrush™ by Malish Concrete Prep and Prep Plus™ Tools
- Malish Economy or Heavy-duty Sand Paper Driver
- Malish ORBO-LOK™
- Malish SP-17 Surface Prep Tool